
JOB DESCRIPTION 
 
 
Position:  Maintenance Person (Permanent Part-Time) 
 
Responsible To: Resident Manager 
 
Location:  South Charleston Unity Apartments 
 
Pay:   $19.56 per hour/ 28 hours per week 
 
Contact:  Send Resume to: Jessica Thompson at jthompson@hrdfwv.org 
 

The responsibilities of the Part-Time Maintenance Person include, but are not limited to 
the following: 
 
Maintains the apartment complex in the required condition by performing the following duties: 

 
a. Maintains the facility by cleaning, painting, and performing minor preventative 

maintenance. 
 
b. Cleans, operates vacuum cleaner, shampoos carpeted areas, strips and waxes 

tile floors, and cleans public areas, etc. 
 
c. Removes all trash from the buildings. 
 
d. May assist the Manager in the replacement of HVAC units and hot water heaters. 

 
e. Repairs broken or stuck windows, doors, drawers, cabinets, etc. 

 
f.  Repairs or replaces electrical switches, ranges, and dryer elements. 

 
g. Replaces light bulbs in common and outdoor areas.  Removes carpet and moves 

furniture. 
 

h.  Installs kitchen and bathroom faucets, fans, etc. 
 

i.  Changes locks. 
 
 j. Maintains grounds, including the parking lots and mowing. 
 

k. May be required to be in attendance for tenant move-in and/or move-out. 
 
l. Performs tasks in the apartment complex within reason and ability as requested. 

 
Qualifications 

 
Must have a high school education with two years of maintenance experience.  A 

graduate from a building maintenance course requiring a minimum of 600 hours is preferred.  
The individual must show an understanding and willingness to work with residents of the 
apartment complex.  Must have a knowledge of and work experience with electrical and 
plumbing fixtures.  Must possess the required minimum traits to meet the responsibilities of the 
position described herein.  This position is classified as "medium work" by the Dictionary of 
Occupational Titles; therefore, individuals employed in this position must be able to lift a 
maximum of 50 pounds with or without an accommodation.  Due to the nature of this position, 
which may require extensive local travel, the applicant must possess a valid Driver's License and 
must have adequate transportation to perform this job.  Adequate transportation is defined as:  l) 



personal ownership of a reliable vehicle, or 2) the leasing of a vehicle. 
 


